From the LEP precision data and the measurement of the W-boson mass, upon excluding the observables R b , R c in a combined fit of the top-quark mass, m t , and the Higgs-boson mass, M H , within the Standard Model, we find the weak 1σ bound of M H < ∼ 900 GeV. Stronger upper bounds on M H , sometimes presented in the literature, rely heavily on the inclusion of R b in the data sample. Upon including R b , the quality of the fit drastically decreases, and by carefully analyzing the dependence of the fit results on the set of experimental input data we conclude that these stronger bounds are not reliable. Moreover, the stronger bounds on M H are lost if the deviation between theory and experiment in R b is ascribed to contributions of new physics. Replacings 
The discovery [1] of the top quark and the direct determination of its mass of m exp t = 180 ± 12 GeV open the possibility of improving the constraints on the mass of the Higgs boson, M H , from the body of the precision electroweak data at the Z-boson resonance [2, 3] and the experimental value of the W-boson mass, M W [4] . In this note we present our results for m t and M H , obtained by performing fits to the precision data and M W within the Standard Model (SM). The dependence of the fits on the experimental data on R b , R c , ands 2 W is investigated, and the effects of varying the SM input parameters α(M 2 Z ) and α s (M 2 Z ) in the allowed range are discussed. We also examine how the results of these fits are influenced if one allows for non-standard Z → bb,cc vertices. Even though several papers on this subject have appeared recently [5, 6, 7] , additional investigations combined with comments on the interpretation of the results seem useful.
We start from a global fit to the available electroweak precision data. The large value of χ 2 min / d.o.f. , obtained in the fit to be given below, requires a detailed analysis of the impact of different parts of the experimental data. Accordingly, we will subsequently analyze the data in several distinct steps. In a first step we concentrate on the leptonic observables Γ l ands 2 W (LEP), and M W (the set of data to be referred to as "leptonic sector"), and include the total Z-boson width, Γ T , and the Z-boson width into hadrons, Γ h , from the set of hadronic observables (referring to this set of data as "all data \ R b , R c "), thus ignoring in the fits at this stage the partial Z-boson decays Z → bb,cc. In a second step we include the Z → bb decay mode and determine m t and M H in a fit again. In a third step we finally discuss how the results of the fits change when the decay Z → cc is included, and we also investigate the effect of replacings = 180±12 GeV is included in the fit, and a second one in which m t is treated as a free fit parameter. The procedure adopted obviously allows us to identify the dependence of the results for m t and M H on the set of experimental data used in the fits. The various steps are motivated by the discrepancies [2] between SM prediction and experiment observed in the Z → bb,cc decays and the difference between the LEP and SLD results fors . By including/excluding the experimental information on m t we furthermore investigate how strongly the fit results for m t and M H are correlated. In a final step we discuss fits in which non-standard contributions are allowed.
The set of experimental data is listed in Tab. 1. A subset of the data in Tab. 1 is referred to as "input parameters". This is motivated by the high experimental accuracy of some of the quantities (namely G µ and M Z ) and by the non-electroweak origin of others
The listed "input parameters" represent the commonly used input for theoretical predictions in the on-shell renormalization scheme. The experimental error of G µ is entirely negligible with respect to the determination of m t and M H . This is also true for M Z . For completeness, this was explicitly verified by treating M Z as additional fit parameter. If not otherwise indicated, the parameter α(M 2 Z ) will be treated as fit parameter employing the constraint of Tab. 1. Finally, we note that the value of α s (M 2 Z ) given in Tab. 1 is the result from the LEP event shape analysis [2] . Due to the fact that this value disagrees with results from different experiments (e.g. deep-inelastic scattering) and lattice calculations, α s (M 
and Γ T using the given correlation matrices. The data in the upper left-hand column (usings 2 W (LEP) if not otherwise specified) will be referred to as "leptonic sector" in the fits. Inclusion of the data in the upper right-hand column will be referred to as fitting "all data". The theoretical predictions are based on the input parameters [1, 2, 8] given in the lower left-hand column of the table.
analysis reveals that the results for m t and M H are independent of the precise value of m b for any reasonable changes of m b . Otherwise, the notation in Tab. 1 is standard. The partial Z-boson width into a lepton and an anti-lepton, assuming universality, is denoted by Γ l . The partial widths for Z → bb and Z → cc are given by Γ b and Γ c . Finally, the effective electroweak angle,s 
It is accordingly extracted from the asymmetry measurements at LEP [2] and SLD [3] .
The theoretical SM results at the one-loop level, taking into account leading two-loop contributions, are taken from Refs. [9, 10] 1 . Therefore, we provide an analysis which is completely independent of results presented by other authors [5, 6, 7] . 1 We have supplemented the analytical results given in Refs. [9, 10] by the O(G µ m 2 t α 2 s ) corrections [11] to the ρ-parameter.
We obtain for the global fit to the complete set of data listed in Tab. 1
where the combined values (1) is in good agreement with the corresponding results given in Refs. [6, 7] .
2 While the low central value and the rather tight 1σ bounds obtained for M H in this fit seem to indicate evidence for a light Higgs-boson mass, the high value of χ 2 min / d.o.f. = 17/9 gives rise to the question of how reliable this bound actually is.
In order to investigate the dependence of the fit results on inclusion/exclusion of different parts of the experimental data, we now turn to an analysis in distinct steps as outlined above. The results for the corresponding fits of the parameters (m t , M H , α(M ) in these fits practically coincide with the value of Tab. 1 which is deduced by the entirely different method of an event-shape (jet production) analysis. As mentioned above, m t is treated in two different ways in the fits. Treating m t as a free fit parameter allows to compare its fit result with its actual experimental value, while using this information in the fit from the start leads to a certain "compromise" result which might be more difficult to interpret.
In Fig. 2 we furthermore investigate the dependence of the fit results on variations in α(M We first of all concentrate on the results of the first step of our analysis, namely the fits in Tab. 2a and Fig. 2 based on the data setss (LEP)) and Γ T , Γ h , i.e. by fitting the SM only to those data that agree with the theoretical predictions, according to the foregoing discussion of Tab. 2a and Fig. 2 , it seems hardly possible to deduce stronger limits than M H < ∼ 900 GeV at the 1σ level, even upon taking into account the constraint of m exp t = 180±12 GeV from the direct observation of the top quark.
We turn to the second step of our analysis and include R b in the fit, which is thus based on the leptonic sector in conjunction with Γ T , Γ h and R b . According to Tab. 2a and Fig. 2 , taking into account the data for the Z → bb partial width leads to an increase of χ In connection with the low central fit value of m t = 148 GeV, it is illuminating to consider the results of single-parameter M H fits, where m t is kept fixed at certain (assumed) values. In Tab. 3, again for the previously selected sets of data, results of single-parameter M H fits are shown. The known strong (m t , M H ) correlation in SM fits leads to a remarkable stability of the resulting fit values for M H . Once m t is fixed, there is almost no dependence of the fit value for M H on which set of input data is actually used in the fit. In particular, whenever a low value of m t is chosen, one obtains a low value for M H , independently of whether R b is included in the fit or not. 3 Since the (M H -insensitive) SM prediction for R b increases with decreasing m t , in the combined fit of (m t , M H ) the inclusion of R b lowers the fit value of m t , and via the (m t , M H ) correlation also the value of M H . As discussed above, the result of m t = 148 GeV is nothing but a kind of compromise, as it still leads to a 3σ discrepancy between theory and experiment in R b . Moreover, this result for m t is disfavored by the Tevatron result of m exp t = 180 ± 12 GeV. While the problematic features of the fits where R b is included are easy to see in the case where m t is used as a free fit parameter, they are somewhat hidden in the fits where the experimental information on m t is used. It partially compensates the tendency of the fits towards low values of m t and leads to the more moderate looking result of m t = 169 ± 11 GeV and M H = 186 +277 −119 GeV. In view of the foregoing discussion, however, the result for M H obtained in this way appears to be rather questionable.
In summary, the large value of χ 2 min / d.o.f. and the low fit value for m t (when m t is treated as free fit parameter) that is at variance with the Tevatron result, lead to the conclusion that the low value and tight bound obtained for M H when including the data for R b does not seem reliable. It is an artifact of the procedure of describing the "nonstandard" value of R b by the unmodified SM in conjunction with the (m t , M H ) correlation. This conclusion is strengthened by the fact that a simple phenomenological modification of the Z → bb vertex, to be discussed below, leads to values of m t compatible with the Tevatron result and removes the stringent upper bounds on M H .
We turn to the third step of our analysis and consider the impact of the observable R c . As can be seen in Tab. 2, the results for m t and M H are hardly affected by including R c . This is a consequence of the fact that the contribution of R c to χ 2 depends only very weakly on m t and M H , because the experimental error for R c is much larger than the change in the SM prediction for R c induced by varying m t and M H . Similarly to the case of R b , including R c in the set of data (and omitting R b ) leads to an enhanced value of χ [10] lead to an extra contribution X b [2] in the prediction for Γ b ,
where Table 4a is based on the data set "all data + m exp t \ R c " (experimental information on m t included), while in Tab. 4b we have used "all data \ R c " (m t treated as a free fit parameter). The conclusion from Tab. 4 is simple: once one allows for a modification of R b by the parameter ∆y b , the bounds on M H obtained by fitting within the unmodified SM are lost. The quality of the fit is improved considerably, if one allows for a value Table 4a ("all data + m exp t \ R c "): 0.9/8 Table 4b ("all data \ R c "): [15] , and the value obtained from lattice QCD calculations, α s (M 2 Z ) = 0.115 ± 0.003 [15] . The values of m t in Tab. 4b roughly coincide with the ones obtained in the SM fits to the "leptonic sector" given in Tab. 2a. For low α s (M 2 Z ) also the M H bounds in Tab. 4b are similar to the results of the SM fit obtained for the "leptonic sector" (Tab. 2a).
As in the previous case of the pure SM fits, the results do not change qualitatively when R c is included in the data set. In the (
This is in good agreement with the results presented in Ref. [2] for a fit of (m t , α s , X b ) for M H fixed at M H = 300 GeV. The increased value of χ 2 min / d.o.f. in (3) relative to the corresponding value in Tab. 4 is of course a consequence of the 2.5σ discrepancy [2] in R c . However, it does not seem to be meaningful to introduce an additional non- standard parameter ∆y c in order to accommodate the R c discrepancy. On the one hand, a modification of the Z → cc vertex is much less motivated than in the case of the Z → bb vertex (see e.g. the discussion in Ref. [10] ); on the other hand, a fit in which a non-standard ∆y c is allowed yields the absurd value α s (M 2 Z ) = 0.19 ± 0.04, which was also obtained e.g. in Refs. [2, 7, 15] .
As a final point, we compare the (m t , M H , ∆y b , α(M (2) violation within an effective Lagrangian for electroweak interactions at the Z-boson resonance [10] . We assume that the QCD corrections, such as R QCD , which enter Γ T , Γ h , and Γ b , have standard form. These corrections are extracted from the experimental data before the determination of the effective parameters (see Ref. [10] ), which therefore quantify all electroweak corrections to the α(M 
